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This thesis looks at two recent developments in phonology, feature geometry and
underspecification. Three models for feature geometry (Bernhardt, Halle-Sagey and
Clements-Hume) and principles of radical underspecification are studied using previously
collected data from child substitutions which reflect normal and unusual substitution
processes. The goal of the thesis is to determine the ability of the feature geometry
models and underspecification to account for the differences between normal and unusual
processes in a principled manner. The findings are that neither feature geometry nor
underspecification when used alone provides a complete explanation for the difference
between normal and unusual substitution processes. However, by incorporating
principles of underspecification into the feature geometry models, the normal and unusual
substitutions can be distinguished. Modifications to the feature geometries are
recommended based on the findings.
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I. Introduction
Linguistic study and knowledge have contributed to the development of speech
pathology clinical practice for more than two decades now. Natural Phonology (Stampe
1969) and Generative Phonology (Chomsky & Halle 1968) were both revolutionary in
their effect on phonological remediation (Ingram 1997). As a result of successful
application of linguistic theory and research to clinical settings, clinical linguistics is
emerging as a field. New developments in linguistic theory must continually be tested
and explored for their relevance in application to clinical linguistics and speech
pathology.
In spite of the great advances made in phonological intervention as a result of
generative phonology and natural phonology, these two theories did not solve all of the
problems of dealing with normal and disordered phonological acquisition. Currently,
there is no principled way to account for the differences between substitutions that occur
in normally-developing children, and the unusual substitutions that occur among the
disordered population. In order to find ways to account for normal and disordered
patterns in both description and explanation, it is important to continue applying
linguistic findings to clinical data and settings.
In recent years, much data on both normal phonological development and
phonologically impaired children has been acquired. We have seen that similar to
normally-developing children, there is great systematicity in the development of
phonologically impaired children. Linguistic models should be able to account for the
patterns of development that exist in both normal and disordered phonological systems.

Two recent developments in the study of phonology are feature geometry and
underspecification. These proposals have been applied to phonological remediation and
studied by-Bernhardt (1992) and Bernhardt and Gilbert (1992) for their ability to aid in
clinical practice. They found that when autosegmental theories of phonology that focus
on syllable structure were combined with principles of feature geometry, treatment was
successful and efficient. This finding gives an indication that feature geometry and
radical underspecification may provide a way to account for differences between normal
and disordered phonologies.
Feature geometry is a way of organizing features in a hierarchical dependency
relationship that reflects the configuration of the vocal tract and articulators represented
by a tree diagram. It allows for broad groupings which have been used in phonetics and
phonology such as place, manner and voice, to be associated with individual features such
as [coronal] and [sonorant]. Feature geometry rose out of autosegmental phonology, so
the representation of a segment can be linked though a series of tiered relationships to the
syllable. Currently, there is no one preferred model of feature geometry, though several
models have been proposed (Sagey 1986, Clements-Hume 1995, Halle 1992, Bernhardt
1992). All models share some basic features, such as a root node that dominates manner
and place nodes. Details of the organization of features and nodes varies from model to
model.
Underspecification, particularly radical underspecification proposed by
Archangeli (1988), has been proposed to account for the way that children acquire the
sounds of a language. In radical underspecification, only those features which'are

responsible for distinguishing one segment for another are present in the underlying
representation. Language universals and language-specific default rules fill in features
which are not present in the underlying representation. It has been proposed that children
acquire language by first learning the default features, then gradually acquiring more
features of a specification, until the most specified segments are acquired (Bernhardt
1992).
Incorporated into the concept of both feature geometry and radical
underspecification is the principle of markedness. In a feature geometry representation,
more marked features should be located at lower nodes of the tree, and less marked
features should be located at higher nodes. Similarly, with radical underspecification,
segments whose underlying representation contains fewer features should be less marked
than features with a greater number of features specified in the underlying representation.
Proposals have been made for the ability of feature geometry and radical
underspecification to account for normal phonological acquisition (Beers 1996, Rice and
Avery 1995). According to feature geometry, features located closer to the root (higher)
are acquired before lower (more embedded) features. Acquisition proceeds with children
acquiring nodes or features from the root down to the terminal nodes of the geometry
models. Similarly, in radical underspecification it is proposed that children acquire a
phonological system beginning with the least specified segments. Acquisition proceeds
gradually with children acquiring more specifications until the most specified segments
are acquired.

Since patterns of acquisition differ between normally-developing and
phonologically-disordered children, feature geometry and underspecification proposals
may be useful in determining how the patterns differ. Patterns of normal phonological
development are outlined by Grunwell (1987) and Stoel-Gammon and Dunn (1985), and
these serve as a source for common child substitutions. Normal substitutions are the
result of simplification processes that are common among most children. Grunwell
(1987) also identifies several less common substitutions which exist to a limited degree
among normally developing children, but are more common among disordered children.
There is also an identified class of unusual substitutions which never appear among
normally developing children. The less common and unusual substitutions are also given
labels as processes, though they are not processes outlined in natural phonology. Since
there are three distinct and systematic groups of processes, our linguistic models should
be able to account for differences among all three groups.
I would like to examine how the models of underspecification and feature
geometry interact in their ability to account for data of normal and disordered child
substitutions. To accomplish this goal, I will study already-published normal, less
common and unusual child substitutions. I will outline the specification of target and
substitute segments according to radical underspecification for English phonemes. I will
determine which features differ between the target and substitute, and I mark them on thre
different feature geometry models proposed by Bernhardt, Clements-Hume and HalleSagey.

After examining the underspecification and feature geometry trees for each
substitution, I will draw some generalizations about the substitutions in each type of
process: normal, less common and unusual. From this analysis, I will discuss the ability
of the models to account for the characteristics of the different groups. If the models
account for some common traits within each group, then it should be possible to develop
a metric to assess substitutions. It may be necessary to make alterations to the tree
models may be necessary to account for all of the data since there is not an agreed-upon
feature geometry model.

2. L iterature Review
2.1 Feature Geometry
Feature Geometry is a recent development in nonlinear phonology which attempts
to classify and describe sounds in terms of their distinctive features. In order to assess
feature geometry, it is important to consider the development of the theory. Distinctive
feature theory and generative phonology are the precursors to feature geometry. In
distinctive feature theory, developed by Jakobson, Fant and Halle (1952), several
acoustically-based features were identified and assigned binary (+/-) values.
Combinations of the features were used to describe sounds contrastively. Important
aspects of the theory were the binary values assigned features, and the universality of the
features. Chomsky and Halle (1968) further developed on these ideas with The Sound
Pattern of English (hereafter SPE) and generative phonology.

In Chomsky and Halle’s model, features are articulator-based rather than
acoustically-based. They group together to form segments into natural classes for
phonological processes. By using distinctive features for the description, the regularities
of the sound change are revealed. In SPE, Chomsky and Halle introduce the concept of
an underlying phonological representation that is mapped onto a surface representation
through a set of rules. Most of the sound changes considered are context-sensitive, which
means that they occur in a particular environment. So, for any sound which undergoes
change, there is an underlying representation, a set of phonological rules which alter the
segment in a given environment, and a surface form. While this system can reveal many
of the regularities of sound change and sound patterns in languages, and it considers the
feature rather than the phoneme as the primitive phonological unit, it has several
shortcomings. In order to overcome some of the problems of previous theories, feature
geometry has been proposed. Feature Geometry retains some of the standard feature
theory’s use of distinctive features and binary values, and it is able to resolve some of the
problems of standard feature theory and generative phonology (Ingram 1997).
A problem with standard theory is that it fails to account for the very common
phonological processes that occur among groups of features rather than independent
features. An example of how the SPE and feature theory lack the power to account for a
process is with assimilation (Spencer 1996). In the homorganic assimilation of a nasal to
the adjacent consonant, as in the assimilation of the prefix /in-/ to the first consonant of
the adjoining morpheme, SPE requires listing the role of each feature in the process as if
each feature is acting independently (McCarthy 1988).

N

“a ant
p cor
_y back^

“a ant /
P cor
/
_ y back^ /

However, there is evidence that the features act together in a dependency
relationship to perform the assimilation process, as well as other processes. Feature
theory fails to capture the linguistically significant generalization about the nature of the
phonological processes. It also fails to account for the naturalness of processes. Under
traditional feature theory, groupings of features that act together in a phonological process
are no more valued than arbitrary groupings of features. Thus, there is no way under the
theory to distinguish the natural processes from the impossible ones (Clements & Hume
1995).
For example, there is a rule that describes nasalization of vowels before nasal
consonants which is a common assimilatory process:
-voc
-cons

[+nasal]/

+cons
+nasal

However, a rule which denasalizes nasal consonants before vowels could also be
written, although it is at least rare, if not unheard of in the world’s languages:
+cons ->
+nas_

/
f-nasall /

+VOC

jjcons

A theory of phonology should be able to indicate that the first process is a very
common and natural process, while the second one is not. Similarly, grouping features
into natural classes should be possible, and it should be possible to see which features
never group to form a natural class of features that act together in a phonological event.

For example, there are vowel assimilations that group [high], [back] and [low], but it
would be unusual or impossible to find an assimilation involving [high], [nasal] and
[ATR] (Yavas, in preparation). Another problem that standard feature theory cannot
address is the fact that features may spread over more than one segment, as in vowel or
nasal harmony, and features may occupy only part of one segment, as in pre- or post
nasalization (Spencer 1996). Under feature theory, features can apply only to entire
segments. There is also no way to capture the temporal relationships that occur in
phonological processes because the features are described in a linear fashion.
To overcome this view of features as separate and unorganized bundles, several
theories of feature geometry have been introduced (Clements and Hume 1995, McCarthy
1988; Rice and Avery 1995, Sagey 1986, Bernhardt 1992). Feature Geometry rose out of
autosegmental phonology which proposed that prosodic features such as tone and
segmental features exist on separate tiers which can act independently of one another
(Goldsmith 1995). In autosegmental phonology there are tiers that represent word level,
foot, syllable, onset-rhyme, CV and segment (Katamba 1989). Under feature geometry,
segments are represented by features which are organized in a hierarchy of tiers. A
segment is represented by a hierarchy of features which are organized into a tree. An
important aspect of feature geometry is that it is capable of relating the segmental tier to
the prosodic tier, though that is not a topic of discussion in this thesis.
These theories of feature geometry express the organization of features in terms of
a hierarchical tree in keeping with linguistic tradition. The geometries try to express the
dependent nature of the features as they act in groups to perform phonological processes.

Under this theory, segments are “geometrically organized features, each with some
autonomy, but also with some dominance relationship with other features” (Bernhardt
and Gilbert, 128). Features group together in phonological processes because of their
location in the hierarchy. In describing the assimilation process mentioned above, a
theory of feature geometry would attempt to account for the changes in relevant features
in one group rather than individually. The result is that a large quantity of data can be
explicated in an efficient and principled manner.
The organization of the features is related to the organization of the articulators
that produce speech. Speech is produced by using the articulators, which include the lips,
tongue front, tongue body, tongue root, soft palate and larynx. These articulators function
independently and may act together to make one restriction or may combine to produce
several constrictions (Clements & Hume 1995). Traditional phonetic features include
descriptions of broad categories, such as place, manner and voicing of articulation.
Feature geometry also places emphasis on these broad categories in describing features,
and organizes the tiers based on that. Under feature geometry, there are some differences
in the features that are used in generative phonology. For example, the distinctive feature
[velar], which is not based on an articulator, is captured by [dorsal] under feature
geometry, reflecting the use of the tongue body in creating the sound (Ingram 1997).
Under feature geometry, a sound is regarded as a set of features arranged
hierarchically, represented through a tree diagram. Many of the features are assigned
binary values, as under the Chomsky-Halle system. There is debate among the different
theories for organization of the trees, but the theories agree that there is a root node, and

separate class nodes. Most features correspond to a single articulator, and are called
articulator-bound features. An example of an articulator-bound feature is [+labial] which
corresponds only to the lips. Other features relate to more than one articulator and are
called articulator-free features. These are the major class features [consonantal] and
[sonorant], and the manner features [continuant], [strident] and [lateral]. Presence of a
feature located lower in the hierarchy implies presence of its corresponding articulator at
all higher nodes. The dependency and dominance relationships among features are thus
represented in feature geometry (Yavas, in preparation).
Although the majority of features are bivalent, there are some features which
operate only on a positive value, such as [+coronal, +dorsal, +labial]. There do not
appear to be any rules that function with the negative value of these features, so they are
thought to be privative, or having only one value, not a binary + /- distinction (Clements
& Hume 1995). Such monovalent nodes include the root node, the laryngeal node and
the place node (Bernhardt & Gilbert 1992). The monovalent nodes dominate a set of
terminal nodes which do have a binary distinction, such as [+/- rounded].
Although different models represent the tree organization differently, the
following basic configurations are constant for all of the models. First, the basic
organization of the trees begins with the root node, which links the segment to other tiers,
such as the prosodic tier. The root node dominates the manner nodes, which also have a
dominance relationship over the place and laryngeal nodes. The laryngeal node
corresponds to the glottis. The place node identifies the oral cavity configuration of the
segment. It dominates other place nodes, such as labial, coronal and dorsal. Labial refers

to lip articulations, and dorsal refers to articulations made with the dorsum of the tongue.
The coronal place node refers to articulations made with the tongue tip or blade. If the
coronal node does not dominate any terminal features, it is assumed to be a default place
(Bernhardt & Gilbert 1992).
Organization of the nodes and tiers accounts for the grouping of features or
articulators in phonological processes. Spreading of the root node results in total
assimilation (McCarthy 1988). Class nodes can spread independently of one another to
account for various processes. By representing processes in spreading of class nodes, the
temporal aspect of the process is accurately represented. That is, assimilation involves
several features which act together simultaneously rather than in any particular order
(Spencer 1996). Features which are represented higher in the hierarchy are less capable
of spreading than those that are lower in the hierarchy. For example, a place feature,
which is on the lowest level of the hierarchy, would be much more likely to spread than
the feature [sonorant] which is located higher in the hierarchy.
Tiers are joined by association lines that indicate the relationships between them.
Tiers may link to add phonological information to a segment, or delink to delete features.
Under the theory, all phonological processes can be expressed as a result of these two
operations, linking and delinking. Now, rather than describing phonological rules or
processes, the theory focuses on the representation of the phonological event via tree
structures and the linking or delinking of nodes (McCarthy 1988).
The theory operates under the following principles: 1) phonological rules perform
single operations only, so that only sets that form constituents may function together in

phonological rules, and 2) Feature organization is universal (Clements & Hume 1995).
To date, several models of a feature hierarchy have been introduced. They share many
common features and the principle of representation remains the same, but the models
differ in their organization. I will consider three of them: (1) Halle-Sagey; (2) ClementsHume; and (3) Bernhardt’s model which is based on the 1988 model of McCarthy.
The Halle-Sagey model (Figure 2.1.a), which was developed by Halle based on
the model presented by Sagey (1988), is based on the idea that features are organized
around the articulators (Halle 1992). Articulator-free features form two groups: the major
class features [consonantal] and [sonorant], and the stricture features, [continuant],
[strident] and [lateral]. This model places [consonantal] and [sonorant] at the root of the
tree. The author argues for these features as the root node because 1) spreading of these
features does not usually occur except in cases of complete assimilation; 2) the vowelconsonant or sonorant-obstruent opposition in languages is universal; 3) higher level
features in the tree should represent a basic contrast; 4) these features play a prominent
role in syllabification that establishes prosodic structure over the segments, and as such,
they share a special status (Kenstowicz 1994).
The root features can combine to form three major segment classes: obstruents
[+consonantal] [-sonorant], sonorant consonants (liquids and nasals) [+consonantal]
[+sonorant], and vocoids (vowels and glides) [-consonantal] [+sonorant]. Root features
are somewhat restricted in the way they combine with the articulators. For example,
[+consonantal] implies that a stricture must exist, and the stricture is located in the oral
cavity which is controlled by the labial, coronal and dorsal articulators. Thus, these

articulators are grouped together under the “Oral Place” node. The manner features are
generated from the root, and are articulator-free. [Continuant] can combine with Labial,
Coronal and Dorsal to generate stops and fricatives at each of the three major oral places
of articulation. Kenstowicz (1994) argues that [lateral] is always dependent on coronal,
and should possibly be designated under the [coronal] node, and [strident] is also
questioned for its applications in [-coronal] segments. This model recognizes two
mechanisms to establish feature groupings; dependency among tiers, and the arrow
designation that indicates the relationship between multiple articulators.
Figure 2.1.a T h e H alle-Sagey M odel o f Feature Geometry
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The Clements-Hume model (Figure 21.b) assigns the major class features
[sonorant], [approximant], and [vocoid] to the root node. Together, these features can
define obstruents, nasals, liquids and vocoids (vowels and glides) based on sonority
rankings. In defining consonants, there are three nodes under the root node: laryngeal,
nasal and oral cavity. Laryngeal is proposed as a node because laryngeal features (spread
glottis, constricted glottis, and voice) may spread individually or together as a group in

some languages. The oral tract features, [labial],[coronal], and [dorsal] can also spread as
a single unit, so they are grouped under the place node. The Oral Cavity node comes
between the place node and the root node, dominating the place node and the feature
[continuant]. An argument for this organization is that it can explain intrusive stops that
occur between English nasals and the following voiceless fricatives in examples like
“sense” [sints] and “prince” [prints]. According to the model, the intrusive stop is formed
due to the spreading of the oral cavity node onto the root node of the fricative (Clements
& Hume 1995). There is also a guttural node which is attached to the root node and
dominates the larynx and tongue root features. Autosegmental phonology proposes that
consonants and vowels exist on separate tiers (Goldsmith 1995), so separate hierarchy
trees also exist for the two groups. Since I am not discussing vowels in this thesis, I will
not elaborate on the authors’ description of a vowel hierarchy. There is some controversy
on this point, as Clements (1988) proposes a C-place for consonants and a V-place for
vowels under the same tree organization.
Figure 2.1.b T he C lem ents-H um e M odel o f Feature G eom etry

Clements-Hume Model

Root Node
[sonorant]
[approximant]

McCarthy’s model differs from the other models in the features that it assigns to
the root node. McCarthy (1988) assigns the major class features [sonorant] and
[consonantal] to the root node on the basis of making basic oppositions as argued in the
Halle-Sagey model. Also included in the root node are the terminal features [continuant]
and [nasal] which define classes of stops, fricatives and nasals. Although manner
features do not function as a group in phonological rules, they can be realized over
different places of articulation, so they are made dominant over place features in the
geometry. The root node dominates two nodes: laryngeal and place. The laryngeal node
defines the glottal characteristics of the segment. The place node defines the oral cavity,
as outlined earlier. McCarthy’s model does not differentiate between vowel and
consonant place nodes.
Bernhardt’s model (Figure 2.1.c) is based on and differs only slightly from
McCarthy’s. Organization of the root and laryngeal nodes is the same as McCarthy’s.
McCarthy includes a possible pharyngeal node under the place nodes, but Bernhardt does
not. Also, McCarthy places [lateral] under the coronal node, while Bernhardt does not
include the feature [lateral]. Bernhardt reduces the features under McCarthy’s laryngeal
nodes to [spread glottis] and [voice]. Place nodes are [labial], [coronal] and [dorsal].
The terminal node for Labial is [round]. For the Coronal node, terminal features are
[distributed] and [anterior], and for the Dorsal node, terminal features are [back], [high]
and [low].

Figure 2.1.c The B ernhardt M odel o f Feature Geom etry

Bernhardt Model
Root N ode

[round] [distributed] [anterior] [high] [low] [back]

2.2 Underspecification
The concept of underspecification is also tied to autosegmental phonology, and
therefore to feature geometry. Underspecification holds that only the features which are
not predictable in the underlying representation should be specified. It is not necessary to
specify all features in an underlying representation, and there is phonological and
phonetic evidence that complete specification at the underlying representation level is
undesirable (Archangeli 1988). In addition to complete specification, I will discuss two
types of underspecification: contrastive and radical. Complete specification is the listing
of all distinctive features that comprise a segment. The specification for [i] under this
framework would include [+high, -low , -back, +voice]. This method of specifying the
features of a segment in an underlying representation is not always desirable. We can

look at the nasalization of vowels in English to see this point. Whereas underlyingly, the
vowel in bean is [i], at the surface level, the phonetic environment of [i] next to the
alveolar nasal [n] causes some nasalization of the vowel. In this case, it would not be
accurate to say that [i] includes the feature [+nasal] in the underlying representation. This
shows that complete specification alone is not a sufficient condition to predict output of
the phonological and phonetic components (Archangeli 1988).
Under contrastive specification, only the features which contrast one segment with
another in a given language are specified. Using the simple vowel system [a e i o u], we
look at the vowels in terms of closely related contrasting vowel pairs, [i] v. [u], [o] v. [u],
[i] v. [e], and so on. The features which distinguish between the two segments are
considered relevant for contrastive underspecification, and all the remaining features
•which are not relevant to the contrast are eliminated. That leaves a specification that
looks like this (Archangeli 1988):
contrasts

contrastive specification
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In contrastive underspecification, the features which distinguish between any two
features are specified for. So, to contrast between {i,e}, the features [+high] for [i] and
[-high] for [e] are specified, and the features that are unnecessary for the contrast, such as

[low] and [voice] are left blank. It is apparent that contrastive underspecification is
specifying for segments based on the contrasts within one specific language.
In radical underspecification, the unit of concern is the feature, not the segment.
Under this model, only the features that are not considered “predictable” for a segment
are specified for. This means that all other features are filled in by redundancy rules.
According to Archangeli, values are predictable if it is possible to formulate a contextfree or a context-dependent rule that will generate the absent values. This means that
absent values can be inserted at derivation rather than at the underlying level. For
example, for sonorants, [+voice] is a predictable feature, so it is redundant and does not
need to be specified for at the underlying level. Relatedly, it is assumed that only
universally marked values would be specified underlyingly (Archangeli 1988). So, a
voiceless sonorant would need to be specified for its lack of voicing. For example,
looking at the same five-vowel system above, there are some default values that we can
eliminate from the representation of full specification. These default values indicate the
predictable values of features.
Listed below are the default values for the vowels based on universals and
language-specific rules (Archangeli 1988):
[+low] -» [-high]
[-flow] —» [+back]
[low] —> [-low]
[high] -> [+high]
[back] -» [-back]

The following chart represents the full specification for the vowels (Archangeli
1988).
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Radical underspecification of the vowels is derived by first considering full
specification of the vowels as above, and then eliminating all predictable values (default
rules). Radical specification for the vowels is as follows (Archangeli 1988):
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Because radical underspecification treats the feature as the most basic
phonological unit, a feature inventory rather than a segment inventory is required for any
given language. By combining the features, all the sounds of the language can be derived
according to universals and considerations of the language’s rules and constraints. In this
sense, radical underspecification is favored by Archangeli over contrastive
underspecification because a feature inventory has validity in describing all languages of
the world.
Another argument given by Archangeli (1988) for proposing radical
underspecification as the preferred theory is that it accounts for markedness. Markedness,

sometimes also called naturalness, describes the preference for certain segments or
sequences of segments over others. What is natural is called unmarked, and what is not
natural is called marked (Katamba 1989). Not all possible feature combinations are
equally probable. The unlikely or rare feature combinations are considered marked. It is
generally the case that unmarked combinations of features can be seen to recur in
languages with great frequency.
Chomsky and Halle (1968) proposed a theory of markedness so that certain
feature values in combination with other features would be considered either marked or
unmarked. For example, back vowels are more commonly rounded than are front vowels.
Among the languages of the world, the vowels /i/ and /u/ occur much more frequently
than the rounded front vowels /o/ and /y/ or the back unround vowel An/ (Madiessen
1984). So, [+round] would be an unmarked feature for back vowels, and [+round] would
be a marked feature for front vowels. Phonologists use inventories of the world’s
languages, patterns of phonological acquisition, phonological disorders, historical
changes and slips of the tongue to determine which sounds are marked (Yavas, in
preparation). Production factors that may make a segment more marked than other
segments include articulatory complexity and perceptual saliency (Grunwell 1987).
Distinctive feature theory and generative phonology do not have a standard and
principled way of accounting for markedness. Counting the features that make up a
segment or a group of segments is an insufficient method of determining markedness.
This can be seen in sets of segments that form a natural class; a set such as [p t k] requires

more features [-son, -cont, -del rel, -voice] to describe the group of voiceless stops, and
a group such as [v, 6, z, 3] can be specified with fewer features [+cons,+cont,+voice].
We know from the world’s languages and from child language data that voiceless stops
are less marked compared to the group of voiced fricatives (Ingram 1989 , Madiesson
1984). Although generative phonology has arrived at several conventions to attempt to
account for markedess, none has been found to account for markedness with crosslinguistic validity (Yavas, in preparation).
In applying the idea of markedness to Archangeli’s radical underspecification, it
can be said that segments which are less specified are also less marked, and segments
which are more specified are more marked. Thus, radical underspecification can handle
the idea of markedness within its model, whereas contrastive underspecification requires
a separate theory for markedness. The default rules that fill in further specification in
radical underspecification are those rules that correspond to cross-linguistic markedness
considerations. Therefore, markedness is included in the analysis of a language’s system
through universal default rules, and language-specific rules are also considered
(Archangeli 1988).
Radical Underspecification also has importance in studies of language acquisition.
The specifications and redundancy rules should have the ability to predict the order of
acquisition of speech sounds and the kinds of errors that children make (Ingram 1997). I
will return to this discussion in the section on language acquisition. Following is a table
of English phonemes and their features as outlined by radical underspecification.

Segm ent

R oot N ode

Im l

[+consonantal]
[+nasal]
[+consonantal], [+nasal]
[+consonantal], [+nasal]

/n/
/g/
/p/
Ib l
IV

/d/
Ik l

/g/
IV
M

iq i

Ib l
Is/
Iz l

IV
I5I
/tjy
/a y
/w /
Ih l
1)1
l \l
Ir l

[+consonantal]
[+consonantal]
[+consonantal]
[+consonantal]
[+consonantal]
[+consonantal]
[+consonantal], [+continuant]
[+consonantal],
[+continuant]
[+consonantal],
[+continuant]
[+consonantal],
[+continuant]
[+consonantal],
[+continuant]
[+consonantal],
[+continuant]
[+consonantal],
[+continuant]
[+consonantal],
[+continuant]
[+consonantal]
(com plex)
[+consonantal]
(com plex)
[+sonorant]
[+consonantal]
[+continuant]
[+sonorant]
[+consonantal], [+sonorant]
[+consonantal], [+sonorant]

Laryngeal Node

Place N ode
Labial

Dorsal
[+voice]

Labial
Labial

[+voice]
[+voice]
[+voice]

Dorsal
Dorsal
Labial
Labial
Coronal: [+distr ibuted]

[+voice]

Coronal: [+distributed]

[+voice]
Coronal: [-anterior]
[+voice]

Coronal: [-anterior]
Coronal: [-anterior]

[+voice]

Coronal: [-anterior]
Labial

LN

Labial + Coronal Place or
Coronal: [-anterior]

2.3 Phonological Development
Understanding the development of normal phonological patterns is essential to
identifying and explaining what constitutes unusual or idiosyncratic patterns. There are

various stages of development, from the prelinguistic stages of cooing and babbling in the
first year, to production of the first fifty words around one year to 1;6, and the stage of
systematic development which lasts from the end of the word spurt around 1;6 to
acquisition of the majority of adult phonemes by around 4;0 (Ingram 1989). I will focus
on phonemic development from 1;6 to completion of the inventory, which is mostly
completed by 4;0, but continues to full completion by approximately 6;0 to 7;0.
Research in the area of phonological development has identified two important
factors in the acquisition process: patterns that are common among the great majority of
children, and strong evidence of individual variation within the patterns and acquisition
process. For example, the acquisition of certain sounds and syllable structures appears to
be universal, whereas the order of acquisition of phonemes is highly individual (StoelGammon & Dunn 1985). In order to identify what falls outside the normal range, it is
necessary to understand the role of general patterns and the nature of individual variation.
At the end of the first fifty-word stage (1;6), children begin to develop a
phonological system with more stable and systematic correspondence between their
productions and the adult form. By reviewing large sample studies conducted by Templin
(1957) and others, Stoel-Gammon has identified an “Age of Mastery” for various
phonemes, at which production o f the phoneme is correct 75% of the times tested. She
also shows results of a study by Sander (1972) which gives the customary age of
production of phonemes, which is the age at which the phoneme is correct about 50% of
the times it is produced. The order of acquisition of sound classes appears to be the same

for most children. Stops, nasals, and glides are mastered first, then liquids, and finally
fricatives and affricates (Stoel-Gammon & Dunn 1985).
T able 2 O rder o f A cquisition o f Phonem es (Stoel-Gam m on & D unn 1 9 8 5 ). Based on data from
T em plin’s 1957 study
A ge
3;0
3;6
4;0
4;6

Phonem e
p, m, n, q, f, w
j
b, k, g, r
s, J, tj

5;0
6;0

t, 1, 0 , v

7;0

6,

z, 3 , d 3

T able 3 C ustom ary A ge o f Production and M astery o f C onsonantal Phonem es (Stoel-G am m on &
Dunn 1985 ). Based on data from Sander (1972)
Age

Consonants Customarily Produced

Before 2;0

p, b, m, n, w, h

2 ;0

t, d, k, g, q
f, s, r, 1, j

3;0
4;0

v, z, J, tj, d3

5;0

0 ,6

6 ;0

3

Consonants Mastered

p, m, n, w, h
b, d, k, g, f, j

t, q, r, I

7;0

0,

8;0

v, 6 , s,

J, tf, d3
3

There are developmental factors in determining when phonemes are acquired, as
seen above, and there are also environmental or contextual factors. It is well known that
sounds may appear first in one environment and may not appear in other environments
until much later. For example, interdental fricatives /0, 6/ in word-final position, as in
eighth or breathe, occur much later than they do in word-initial position, thin and they
(Templin 1957).
One approach in analyzing how children acquire phonological systems is by
examining their errors. Child productions do not always match the adult targets, but there

is a relationship between the two forms that can be described in terms of phonological
processes (Stoel-Gammon & Dunn 1985). Stampe first developed the processes in 1969
as part of the theory of natural phonology, and posited that the processes are “mental
operations” which transform a target segment into a segment which is less difficult to
articulate. Stampe found that the processes occur among groups of children and form a
general pattern for acquisition. Patterns can modify the syllabic structure of the target
word, substitute one sound for another, and assimilate one sound to another. StoelGammon (1985) does not accept Stampe’s assertion that the processes are mental
operations, and she uses the processes merely as a mechanism to describe the relationship
between the child and adult forms.
Grunwell (1987) also limits the definition of processes as causing a simplification
of the pronunciation of a phonological unit. Substitution processes include gliding
liquids, vocalization, stopping, depalatalization, and velar fronting. Since I am concerned
with the context-free sound substitutions, I list only the substitutions that reflect the data
for this study. I will follow Grunwell and Stoel-Gammon and consider the processes as
operations that modify the structure of the target word rather than as mental constructs. It
is generally thought that the substitutions involve replacement of later-acquired classes by
early-acquired sound classes. For example, stops are substituted for fricatives. Processes
continue some time in normal development, with many disappearing by about age three,
and some persisting longer until acquisition of the target phoneme is complete (Grunwell
1987, Stoel-Gammon & Dunn 1985).

Processes Persisting after 3;0
Cluster Reduction
Epenthesis
Gliding
Vocalization
Stopping
Depalatalization
Final Devoicing

Processes Disappearing by 3;0
Unstressed Syllable Deletion
Final Consonant Deletion
Doubling
Diminutization
Velar Fronting
Consonant Assimilation
Reduplication
Prevocalic Voicing

Table 5 C hronology o f Processes (G runw ell 1987)

2;0-2;6

2;6-3;0

3;0-3;6

3;6-4;0

4;0-4;6

4;6-5;0

5;0
-*■

Stopping
/s/->[t]

-

-

-

/5/->[d]
Fronting
fk , g, n/
Fricative
Simplification

/J/->[s]
/0/->[f]
Gliding
/r/—»[w]

Gliding: a glide is substituted for a prevocalic liquid. Ex. /r/—> [w], /l/—»[w] or
[j]. Rabbit-*[waebit], look—»[wuk], leaf-*[jif]. According to Grunwell, this pattern
may continue until age 4;0 or 5;0 in some speakers, but generally disappears by about 3;6.
Stopping: A stop replaces an affricate or fricative, or an affricate replaces a
fricative. This process usually occurs in word-initial position. Ex. /f/-»[p], /v/—»[b],
/s/—>[t], /z/-»[d]. Feet-+[pit], van-*[baen], house-*[hmt], nose-*[nod]. For most
fricatives, this process stops around 3;6, but may continue for voiced fricatives and
interdental fricatives until 5;0.

Depalatalization: Alveolar fricatives and affricates replace palatal fricatives and
affricates, respectively. /J /—»[s]. Ex. s/zip-*[sip].
Velar Fronting: Alveolar consonants replace velar consonants. fkJ—>[t], /g/-»[d].
Ex. fey-»[ti], go->[do]. This process ends by around 3;0.
Fricative Simplification: After Stopping is suppressed, simplification of
fricatives occur. The most common simplifications are /0/—>[f], / J7—»[s], /t /—>[ts],
/6 /->[v].
Children who are phonologically disordered may use normal processes for a
longer period of time (these children are “phonologically delayed”), or they may use more
processes than normally-developing children. There are some processes which Grunwell
acknowledges occur in the general population, but she says they are much less common
than the regular processes. Examples of much less common processes are the realization
of fricatives as approximants, and stopping of /l,r/ to [d]. In addition to this, she
identifies some processes which never or rarely occur in the general population, but
which frequently appear in the disordered population. These are referred to as unusual
substitutions. Unusual processes include frication of approximants, reduction of
obstruent + approximant clusters to the approximant segment (atypical cluster reduction),
glottal replacement, backing, fricatives substituted for stops, and stops substituted for
glides (Grunwell 1987, Stoel-Gammon & Dunn 1985). Children who use the unusual
processes in addition to normal ones may be perceived as having a more severe disorder

(Stoel-Gammon & Dunn 1985). Following are descriptions of some less common and
unusual processes that I will examine in detail.
Fricatives as Approximants: /f/-»[w], /s/—>[1] or [j].
Stopping of Liquids: /l,r/ are stopped and become [d].
Backing: Alveolar sounds are backed to become velar sounds, /t/—»[k], /d/—»[g].
Frication of approxim ants: /l/—>[6 ] /w/-»[v]
Stops substituted for glides: /w/-»[b], /j/—>[t]
Frication of stops: /b/-»[v]
When we look at normal and unusual processes, we see that markedness also
plays a role. In general development patterns, it is believed that the less-marked segments
are acquired first, and more marked segments are acquired later. Therefore, when a child
makes substitutions, s/he is using a less-marked segment to substitute for a more marked
one. For example in the case of stopping, [0] -> [t], the unmarked and early-acquired [t]
replaces the marked and late-acquired [0]. In unusual substitutions, the reverse seems to
be the case.

2.4 Acquisition, Feature Geometry and Underspecification
Feature hierarchy may be able to account for how children acquire features. It is
suggested that features at the top of the hierarchy may be acquired first, followed by more
embedded, lower features. This is a kind of Jakobsonian analysis in which children
acquire phonological oppositions by acquiring features, but it is a more detailed analysis
because it offers an order in which acquisition occurs (Ingram 1997). A problem with

this kind of analysis is that there are many different models of feature hierarchy, and those
models incorporate different features in the root node.
Bernhardt (1992) identifies a relationship between language acquisition and the
organization of a feature hierarchy. She posits that higher and dominant nodes in a
hierarchy would have developmental precedence over subordinate nodes. Higher level
features in the geometry will tend to be specified before deeply embedded, lower level
features. So, manner features which exist at the root node would be developed before
deeply embedded features of place. In Bernhardt’s example, the manner [nasal] may be
acquired, such as the segment /n/, but if [dorsal] has not yet been acquired, then the
phoneme /q/ would not appear. This is predictable under feature geometry because the
manner node which contains [nasal] dominates the place node which contains [dorsal].
The pattern of acquisition of features results in an expanding hierarchy that reflects
increasing complexity (Beers 1996).
Radical underspecification also makes predictions about when children acquire
phonemes based on the number of marked features in a segment. There are “default”
segments that are determined by a minimum requirement of feature specification, and
they are expected to be acquired early (Bernhardt & Stoel-Gammon 1994). For English,
default consonants might be the coronal stops Itl and /d/. The frequent appearance of
these sounds in children’s speech would not be due to error patterns, but to the fact that
those segments are default segments in cases where specified features are not yet acquired
by the child (Bernhardt & Stoel-Gammon 1994). Development would proceed with

children adding specified values gradually to the unspecified features (Bernhardt &
Gilbert 1992).
Bernhardt and Gilbert (1992) outline developmental implications of the feature
hierarchy and underspecification theories: (1) More deeply embedded features should be
learned later than major node features that occur higher in the hierarchy; (2) Manner
features could apply or fail to apply to all place features at once, because they dominate
the place node, or they could be blocked from applying to all place nodes because each
place is autonomous; (3) Input confirms default features, and presents evidence for
specified values. A child is expected to add specified values gradually to the set of
universally unspecified features. ‘Default’ segments can be expected early in acquisition
as a result of minimum specification rather than as the result of a set of rules or processes.
As new features are acquired, over- or undergeneralization may occur until the feature is
fully acquired.
Chin and Dinnsen (1991) compared place-manner-voice and distinctive feature
frameworks with feature geometry, in production errors of 40 children. They examined
processes such as cluster coalescence, fricative/affricate alternations and alveolar
stop/glottal alternations. They concluded that feature geometry captured the nature of the
processes better than the other frameworks by restricting the classes of sounds that acted
together. Beers (1996) found that a feature geometry based on a model by Sagey
accounted for the acquisition of Dutch phonemes. Higher level features were acquired
before lower ones in the expected developmental order. There were some unlikely
developmental orders in the data, and those involved lower level manner features.

Abnormal developmental patterns were accounted for because the model could not
explain them. In the case of deviant phonology, development of segments and contrasts
by a child would violate the principles of the feature hierarchy. Beers concluded that the
feature geometry theory outlines universal principles of acquisition which allow for some
individual variation and accounts for the data which included normally-developing and
deviant phonological development.
There is a recent model by Rice and Avery (1995) which accounts for individual
variation in child language acquisition. It was not studied as a part of this thesis, but .its
ability to account for general and individual patterns of acquisition suggests that it should
be considered in assessments of feature geometry models.

2.5 Goal of the Thesis
As we have seen, use of phonological processes to describe children’s normal or
unusual substitutions falls short as a theory. While it is descriptive to use processes to
compare the child and adult forms, the processes lack explanatory power. Research to
date has shown, tentatively, that feature geometry and radical underspecification hold
both descriptive and explanatory power for child substitutions and the process of
phonological acquisition. Representations of markedness are incorporated into both
feature geometry and radical underspecification. As such, it should follow that segments
which are less specified can be represented by a tree structure which is less complex than
a tree structure that represents more specified segments. Patterns of normal acquisition
should proceed by acquiring features from the root of the tree first, followed by feature
progressively lower in the tree. According to radical underspecification, the features

acquired first are least specified, then the additional specifications are acquired. We
should be able to relate these two proposals by looking at specified features as they
appear on the feature geometry tree. Less specified features should appear higher than
more specified features. Similarly, we should be able to use representations from feature
geometry and underspecification to account for normal substitution processes and
distinguish them in a principled way from unusual substitutions.
I have looked at the relationship between feature geometry, underspecification and
language acquisition. Now I would like to look at the ability that feature geometry and
underspecification have in identifying unusual processes in disordered phonology. I will
look at previously published data consisting of context-free substitutions commonly
found in normally-developing children, and substitutions which are considered unusual or
idiosyncratic. My hypothesis is that while normal substitutions involve substitutions of
early-acquired features (located higher in the hierarchy and less-specified features) for
later-acquired features (more embedded and more specified), unusual substitutions do not
follow the same pattern. With unusual substitutions, I expect that substitutions will occur
with more embedded and more specified features replacing ones located higher in the
hierarchy, which are also less specified. If it is the case that the substitutions can be
predicted and explained in this manner, then analyzing substitutions based on feature
hierarchy and underspecification can provide a principled way to account for normal and
unusual substitutions.
I will compare three types of substitutions identified by Grunwell (1987): normal
substitutions which represent common developmental substitutions that result from

normal processes, less common substitutions which result from processes used to a
limited degree by normally-developing children, and unusual substitutions which result
from processes not used by normally-developing children. I will evaluate each
substitution against three models of feature geometry and radical underspecification. In
order for the models of feature geometry or radical underspecification to account for the
three types of substitutions, distinct patterns should emerge for each type of substitution.
Common processes and substitutions should involve a less specified segment substituting
for a more specified segment, and a higher level feature substituting for a lower level
feature. Unusual substitutions should show the reverse situation with more specified
segments replacing less specified ones and lower-level features substituting for higher
level ones. Some general pattern should also emerge for the less common substitutions
that accounts for their limited use by the general population and greater use by children
who use more unusual processes.
Below are the processes and segments that represent the substitutions that I will
examine. The feature geometry models are the Bernhardt model, the Halle-Sagey model
and the Clements-Hume model. I will base underspecification on Bernhardt’s table of
Marked Consonant Specifications for Adult English.
Normal Processes:
Stopping: /s/—>[t], /5/—>[d]
Gliding: /l/—>[j], /r/—»[w]
Fronting: Depalatalization, /J/—>[s]

Velar Fronting: /k/->[t]
Fricative Substitution: /0/->[s], /©/—»[f]
Less Common Processes
Fricatives as Approximants: /s/—>[1]
Stopping of Liquids: /l,r/ -» [d]
Unusual Processes:
Backing: /t/—>[k]
Frication of approximants: /l/->[6] /w/—»[v]
Stopping glides: /w/-»[b], /j/—>[t]

3. Analysis of Feature Geometry Models and Substitutions
In analyzing the substitutions, I will look at the specification of features in the
target and the substitute. The hypothesis of underspecification held that for normal
processes, more specified targets would be replaced by less specified substitutes, and the
opposite would be true for unusual substitutions. One way we can assess this by simply
counting the number of features specified in the target and the substitute. It is also a goal
of this thesis to determine if the feature geometry models accurately reflect this
information. Do the geometry models give an account of normal versus unusual
substitutions? To check this, the specified features which differ between the target and
the substitute are designated on the tree. The geometry hypothesis holds that normal
substitutions involve features which are located lower on the tree, while unusual
substitutions should affect features located higher on the tree models. Last, I will look at

the nature of change of specified features. It is useful to know if substitutions involve
features changing in a particular way with respect to markedness. I will investigate
whether normal substitutions involve targets with marked specifications becoming
unmarked (default) specifications for segments, and whether unusual substitutions
involve targets with unmarked or less marked specifications becoming more marked for
the substitute segment. The unmarked specification for place of articulation of obstruents
is [+coronal], thus other places are more marked. For manner of articulation of
obstruents [-continuant] is the unmarked specification, and for voicing of obstruents, [voice] is unmarked. In more general terms, for place of articulation, [+sonorant] is less
marked than [+sonorant, +consonantal]. Markedness relationships should be evident
from the geometry trees since it is proposed that more marked features are located lower
on the trees.

3.1 Normal Processes
These substitutions involve the normal processes outlined by Grunwell (1987) and
Stoel-Gammon and Dunn (1985). They will be examined first in terms of the features
specified for each segment in radical underspecification, and then in terms of each feature
geometry model. These processes include stopping, fronting, liquid gliding, and fricative
replacement.

3.1.1 Stopping: /s/—>[t], /6/->[d]
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Stopping involves a target which is more specified being substituted by a segment
which is less specified. Two features specified in /s/ become one specified feature in [t].
The process involves changes in the [continuant] feature for both substitutions. A target
which is specified for [+continuant] changes to a substitute which is [-continuant], and
therefore not specified for that feature. Additionally, in /5/->[d], place of articulation is
specified for cor:[+distributed] in the target, but not in the substitute. Both substituted

segments, [t] and [d], are unspecified for place of articulation because they occur at the
coronal place, which is the unspecified default place of articulation.
In the Bernhardt model, the feature [continuant] is located at the root node of the
tree, and this feature is affected in both substitutions. The Halle-Sagey model also
presents the case of the root node being affected by the [continuant] change. In the
Clements-Hume model, [continuant] is not located in the root node, so no root node
features change. The cor: [distributed] feature which is affected in the 161 -»[d]
substitution is located at the place node (lowest level features) for all geometry models.
In terms of markedness, place of articulation is specified for 16/, but not for [d], so
a marked form in the target becomes unmarked in the substitute. Both N and /s/ are
[+coronal] and unspecified for place of articulation, so the target and substitute do not
differ in markedness regarding that feature. For manner of articulation, both 16/ and /s/
are marked for [+continuant] and the substitutes are not marked for manner. That
indicates a markedness relationship in which the target is more marked than the
substitute. For voicing, the markedness remains the same between the target and
substitute in both cases, either marked for both segments, or unmarked for both segments.

3.1.2 Fronting:
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In fronting, a more specified target is substituted by a less specified substitute.
For /k/—> [t], two specified features change to one; in /J/—>[s], three specified features
change to two. Places of articulation are specified in the target, butt the substitute is
unspecified for place. In /k/—>[t], the [dorsal] place is specified in the target, and no
place is specified in the substitute. In /J/—>[s], cor: [-anterior] is specified in the target,
but no place of articulation is specified for the substitute. Both substitutes are unspecified
for place because they occur at the default place, which is unspecified [+coronal].
In all the feature geometry models, only lower level nodes are affected. The
coronal:[anterior] node is affected for /J7—>[s], and the [dorsal] node is affected for
/k/->[t].

For both cases of fronting, the place of articulation is marked for the target
([dorsal] for Dd and cor: [-anterior] for /J7), and the substitutes are unmarked for place of
articulation. This involves a more marked segment becoming less marked in terms of

place of articulation. Manner of articulation is unspecified ([-continuant]) for /k/ and [t],
so there is no change in degree of markedness from target to substitute. In the /[/—>[s]
substitution, both target and substitute are specified for [+continuant], so the relationship
does not change. All the segments, targets and substitutes, are unmarked for voice, so the
voicing specification is not affected.

3.1.3 Liquid Gliding: /r/—>[w], /I/—>[j]
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Liquid gliding shows more specified targets becoming less specified substitutes.
/l/-»[j] involves two specified features in the target and only one in the substitute, and
/r/-»[w] involves three specified features being substituted by two specified features. The
difference between /r/ and [w] involves place of articulation: /r/ is specified for
cor:[distributed], and /w/ is not, and /w/ is specified for labial whereas /r/ is not. The
feature [consonantal] is also affected in the substitution of [w] for /r/.

/I/—>[j ] involves a

difference in specification for [consonantal] because N is specified for [consonantal]
whereas [j] is not, and is specified for [sonorant]. Both /l/ and /j/ are unspecified for
place of articulation as they are articulated at the default coronal place.
In both cases of gliding, root node features are changed for all three models of
feature geometry. In the Bernhardt and Halle-Sagey models, the [consonantal] feature at
the root node is affected, and in the Clements-Hume model, the feature [vocoid] is
affected. Additionally, all models reflect involvement of the place nodes, [coronal] and
[labial] for /r/—»[w],

Both cases of liquid gliding involve targets which are [+sonorant,+consonantal]
being substituted by segments which are unspecified for [+consonantal]. This involves a
decrease in markedness for manner of articulation from the target to the substitute.
Specification of voicing is not affected in this process. In terms of place of articulation,
both /l/ and [j] are articulated at the default place, so there is no change in markedness.
But, /r/ is specified for cor:[+distributed] and [w] is specified for [labial]. There is a
difference in specification, but the markedness relationship is not immediately clear in
this case since these are both place nodes. However, [labial] is not a terminal node,
whereas cor:[+distributed] is. This means that cor:[+distributed] is located lower on the
trees and is therefore more marked than [labial].

3.1.4 Fricative Replacement: 70/—>[s], /0/—>[f]
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Fricative replacements show that more specified targets are replaced by equally
specified or less specified substitutes. In the /0/—>[s] substitution, three specified features
are reduced to two, and in the /0/->/f / substitution, the number of specified features
remains the same (three for both segments). For the /0/—>[f] substitution, the place of
articulation feature specification differs from the target to the substitute, cor: [distributed]
is specified for /0/, and [labial] is specified for [f]. In both cases, the target sound is
specified for cor:[+distributed], and the substitute is not specified for that feature. While
[f] is specified for place [labial], [s] is not specified for place since it occurs at the default
coronal place.
In all three feature hierarchy models, the lower level place nodes are affected in
cor: [distributed] for both substitutions. Additionally, [labial] is specified for /0/-»[f]. No
higher nodes are affected.

Manner of articulation ([+consonantal,+continuant]) is the same for all the
segments, targets and substitutes, so there is no change in degree of markedness of
manner. All the segments are unmarked for voicing, so there is no difference in
markedness. In the first substitution, /0/-»[s], the target is specified for
cor:[+distributed], but the substitute is not specified for place of articulation, so there is a
more marked segment that is replaced by a less marked one. In /0/-»[f], the markedness
relationship is not as clear because the target is marked for cor:[+distributed] and the
substitute is marked for [labial], but we can assume that cor:[+distributed] is more
marked than [labial] due to its location on the tree.

3.1.5 Summary of Normal Processes
For normal processes in general, we can say that targets are more specified than
the substitutes. The exception to this is /0/—>[f] in which target and substitute are equally
specified. Specification for place features differs from target to substitute in many cases.
The place node which is most often affected is the coronal node, which is specified in the
target, but not in the substitute. In most cases, the features specified in the substitute are a
subset of features specified in the target. Exceptions to this include cases where the target
is specified for cor: [distributed], /0/-»[f] and /r/-»[w]. In both of these substitutions, the
target is specified for cor: [distributed] as place of articulation, and the substitute is
specified for [labial].
All normal processes, with the exception of /s/-»[t] involve low level features.
However, some normal substitutions also affect higher nodes. Gliding affects the root

feature [consonantal], and stopping affects [continuant], which is a root feature in two
models.
Most of the processes involve a segment which is more marked being replaced by
a segment which is less marked. There are two cases in which this is not certain, and
those are /r/-»[w], /0/—>[f]. Both cases involve the target specified for cor:[+distributed],
and the substitute specified for [labial]. We can assume these involve a decrease in
markedness from target to substitute. In the case of gliding, manner of articulation and
place of articulation are both affected for markedness with the target more marked in one
or both of these features, and the substitute less marked. For the fricative substitution,
only place features are affected, but this still reveals a change in markedness from more
marked to less marked.

3.2 Less Common Substitutions
These substitutions result from processes used to a limited degree by normallydeveloping children and to a greater extent by phonologically-disordered children. They
include fricatives becoming liquids, and stopping of liquids to [d].

3.2.1 Fricative to Liquid: /s/—>[I]
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In this substitution, there is no change in number of features specified for in the
target and substitute. Both the target and the substitute are specified for [consonantal], so
the features [continuant] and [sonorant] are affected by the substitution.
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The Bernhardt and Halle-Sagey models are affected at the root node for [sonorant]
and [continuant]. The Clements-Hume model differs in that the root features which are
affected are [sonorant] and [approximant], and [continuant] is an oral cavity rather than a
root feature.
The target is marked for manner of articulation [+continuant] while the substitute
is not marked for this feature. However, the substitute is marked for manner [+sonorant,
+consonantal]. The markedness relationship between these segments is not readily
determined.

3.2.2 Stopping of Liquids: /!/—>[d], /r/—>[d]
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Stopping of liquids involves substitutes which are less specified than or equally as
specified as the targets they replace. /I/ and /d/ are specified for the same number of
features, [consonantal] is shared by both segments, but III is specified for [sonorant] and
[d] is specified for voice. The other substitution, /r/—>[d] involves three specified features
in the target, and two in the substitute.

For the /l/—>[d] substitution, the Bernhardt model shows that the root feature
[sonorant] and the laryngeal feature [voice] are affected. The Clements-Hume model
shows differences in the root node [sonorant] and in the laryngeal feature [voice]. The
Halle-Sagey model shows a change in the root node [sonorant] and in the glottal features
[stiff] and [slack].
For the /r/-»[d] substitution, the Bernhardt model is affected at the root node for
[sonorant], the laryngeal node for [voice], and the coronal node for [distributed]. The
Clements-Hume model is affected in the root node at [sonorant] and [approximant], in the
laryngeal node for [voice] and in the coronal node for [distributed]. The Halle-Sagey
model is affected at the root node for [sonorant], the glottal node for [stiff] and [slack],
and the coronal node for [distributed].
In both cases, the target is specified for [+consonantal,+sonorant] but the
substitute is marked only for [+consonantal] which indicates a decrease in markedness for
manner of articulation from the target to the substitute. For voicing, the targets are
unmarked and the substitutes are both marked [+voice]. This indicates an increase in
markedness from the target to the substitute for voicing. For place of articulation, /l/ and
[d] are both unmarked, so there is no change in markedness, but /r/ is specified for
cor: [+distributed], so a decrease in markedness of place occurs from /r/ to [d].

3.2.3 Summ ary of Less Common Processes
Some less common substitutions involve the specification of the same number of
features from target to substitute (fricatives to liquids, stopping of liquids), and other
substitutions involve a more specified target being replaced by a less specified substitute

(stopping of liquids). None of these substitutions involves a more specified substitute
replacing a less specified target.
The only lower level place feature which is affected by these substitutions is
cor:[distributed]. In general, these processes involve the root node [sonorant], or the
feature [continuant]. We also see that the laryngeal node is affected for [voice], and the
coronal node is affected. These substitutions primarily involve features which are located
higher than the place node.
Markedness relationships are not easily determined. Some features are more
marked in the target and less marked in the substitute form, and others are more marked
in the substitute than in the target. Additionally, there is a case (/s/—>[1]) in which the
markedness relationship is not clear for manner of articulation where
[+consonantal,+continuant] is replaced by [+consonantal, +sonorant]. However, in all
three less common substitutions, when the root node is specified for [consonantal] in the
target, it is also specified for [consonantal] in the substitute, although there is no regular
pattern for other root node features.

3.3 Unusual Processes
These substitutions result from processes which are not used by the normallydeveloping population. They include ffication of approximants, backing, stopping glides,
frication of stops, and gliding of fricatives.

3.3.1 Frication of Approximants: /!/—>[d], /w/-»[v]
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This process involves a target which has less specified features being substituted
by a segment which has more specified features. In both substitutions, the target is
specified for [sonorant], but the substitute is not. The substitute forms are specified for
[continuant] and [voice] although the target is not. The place of articulation is not
specified in the target /l/-»[d], but it is specified in the substitute, cor:[+distributed].
While in /!/—>[5], consonantal is specified for in the target and the substitute, in /w/->[v]

only the substitute is specified for [consonantal]. Both the target and the substitute are
specified for place of articulation, [labial] in /w/-»[v].
The Bernhardt model is affected at the root node [sonorant], in the coronal node
[distributed], and at the laryngeal node for [voice] in the /l/-»[6] substitution. For the
/w/-»[v] substitution, the root is affected at [consonantal] and [sonorant], and the [voice]
feature is affected. In the Clements-Hume model, both substitutions show that [sonorant]
and [approximant] are affected at the root node, as well as [voice] in the laryngeal node.
The /l/—>[6] substitution is additionally affected at the coronal node for [distributed]. In
the Halle-Sagey model both substitutions affect the root node at [sonorant] and at the
laryngeal node for [voice]. /w/-»[v] also affects the [continuant] feature, and /l/—>[6]
affects the place node for cor:[distributed].
For /l/->[5], there are changes in markedness for voicing and place and manner of
articulation. The target is unmarked for voice and place of articulation, but the substitute
is marked for those features. The target is marked [+sonorant,+consonantal], and the
substitute is marked for [+consonantal,+continuant]. Whereas [continuant] is unmarked
for [sonorant], it is marked for [consonantal], and thus must be specified in the substitute.
In the other substitution, /w/-*[v], the target and substitute are both marked [labial] for
place of articulation, so no change occurs in markedness, /w/ is marked for [sonorant],
but [v] is marked for [+consonantal, +continuant]. This indicates a change in
markedness, although the nature of the change is not completely clear at this point.

3.3.2 Backing: /t/—>[k]

It/
[+consonantal]

m

[+consonantal]
[dorsal]

Backing shows an increase in the number of specified features in the substitute
over the target. In this substitution, only one feature is specified in the target, but two are
specified in the substitution. Place of articulation [dorsal] is specified in the substitute,
but it is unspecified in the target.
Figure 3.3.g B ernhardt M odel o f /t/->[k]
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Figure 3.3.i H alle-Sagey M odel o f /k/—>[t]
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In all feature hierarchy models, the only node which is affected is the place node
for [dorsal]. No higher level nodes are affected in the models.
Place of articulation is affected for markedness. ItJ is unspecified because it
occurs at the default place, and [k] is specified for [dorsal]. The substitution is therefore
more marked than the target for place of articulation.

/w/
[+sonorant]
[labial]

->

[b]
[+consonantal]
[+voice]
[labial]

For /w/-»[b], the substitute is more specified than the target, /w/ is specified for
two features [sonorant] and [labial], and the substitute sound is specified for three
features [consonantal], [voice] and [labial]. Both segments are specified for place of
articulation, [labial]. The differences in the target and substitute are that /w/ is specified
for [sonorant], [b] is specified for [consonantal] and [voice].
Figure 3.3.j B ernhardt M od el o f /w /->[b]
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Figure 3.3.1 H alle-Sagey M odel o f /w /-»[b ]
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In the Bernhardt model, the root node is affected for [sonorant] and [consonantal]
and at the laryngeal node for [voice]. The Clements-Hume mode is affected at the root
node for all three root features [sonorant], [approximant] and [vocoid], and at the
Laryngeal node for [voice]. The Halle-Sagey model is affected at the root node for
[consonantal] and [sonorant], and at the glottal node for [stiff] and [slack].

/j/
[+sonorant]

[t]
[+consonantal]

The /j/—>[t] substitution shows that the target and substitute are specified for the
same number of features, only one, but the feature is different for each segment. For /j/
the specified feature is [sonorant] and for N it is [consonantal].
Figure 3.3.m B ernhardt M odel o f /j/->[t]
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Figure 3.3.n C lem ents-H um e M odel o f /j/—>[t]
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In all three hierarchical models, the difference in specification involves the root
node. For the Bernhardt and Halle-Sagey models, the root node is affected for the
features [sonorant] and [consonantal]. For the Clements-Hume model, all three root
nodes, [sonorant], [approximant] and [vocoid], are affected. No lower level nodes are
affected in this substitution.
Both substitutions involve a change in markedness for manner of articulation.
The targets /w/ and /j/ are specified for [+sonorant], and the substitutes [b] and [t] are
specified for [+consonantal]. Both the target and substitute have the same specification
for place of articulation, so no markedness relationship exists there, /w/ and [b] are
specified for [labial], and /j/ and [t] are unspecified for place. For voicing, there is no
difference in specification of voicing for /j/-»[t], so there is no change in markedness for
voicing. /w/->[b] does show a change in voicing specification. The target is not
specified for voice, but the substitute is, so an increase in markedness takes place from
the target to the substitute.

/b/
[+consonantal]
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[v]
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Frication of stops involves a substitute which is more specified than the target. In
this substitution, the target is specified for three features, and the substitute sound is
specified for four, [v] contains all of the features specified for in /b/, but it is additionally
specified for [continuant]. Both target and substitute are specified for [consonantal,
voice, labial].
Figure 3.3.p B ernhardt M odel o f /b /-»[v]
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In the feature geometry trees, the only feature which is affected is [continuant].
This occurs at the root node in the Bernhardt and Halle-Sagey models, and at the oral
cavity node in the Clements-Hume model. No lower level features are affected, although
they are specified.
The target and substitute are both specified for [voice] and [labial], so no change
takes place in terms of markedness for those features. However, for manner of

articulation, [b] is specified for [+consonantal], and [v] is specified for [+consonantal,
+continuant]. That means that the substitute is more marked for manner of articulation
than the target.

3.3.5 Gliding of Fricatives: /£/—»[w]
ffl

[+consonantal]
[+continuant]
[labial]

[w]
[+sonorant]
[labial]

The target sound /f/ contains more specified features than the substitute sound
[w]. /f/ is specified for [consonantal] and [continuant], whereas [w] is not, and [w] is
specified for [sonorant] though /f/ is not.
Figure 3.3.S B ernhardt M odel o f /f/->[w ]
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In the Bernhardt and Halle-Sagey models the root node is affected for
[consonantal], [sonorant] and [continuant]. The Clements-Hume model is affected at the
root node for all three features, [sonorant], [approximant] and [vocoid], and at the oral
cavity node for [continuant].
Both the target and the substitute are specified for place of articulation [labial], so
there is no change in markedness for that feature. Voicing is not specified in either target

or substitute, so no change in markedness takes place. Manner of articulation is specified
for /f/ as [+consonantal, +continuant] and for the substitute [w], it is specified
[+sonorant]. A change in markedness exists, but the exact nature is not determined.

3.3.6 Summary of Unusual Processes
For unusual processes, most cases show that the target is specified for fewer
features than the substitute. Exceptions are /f7->[w] and /j/—>[t]. The main
characteristics of this group of processes are that the substitutes are more specified than
the targets, and that the specification for [sonorant] is affected.
All but two substitutions (/b/->[v] and /t/—>[k]) involve root level features. Only
one substitution, /t/-»[k], involves only lower level features in the hierarchies.
Markedness relationships show that the substitute is usually a more marked form
than the target. The greatest change in markedness occurs for manner of articulation,
which affects all substitutions. Where markedness is affected for place of articulation, it
involves a less marked target being replaced by a more marked substitute. The same
occurs for voicing. Where voicing is affected in the specifications, less marked segments
become more marked in the substitutes for this feature.

4. Discussion of Analysis
In order to reach conclusions about the findings, it is necessary to consider
underspecification, feature geometry models and markedness independently first, then in
a related manner.

4.1 Underspecification
The underspecification hypothesis partially served to separate normal processes
from less common and unusual ones. In all of the substitutions that are considered
normal processes, targets which were more specified were replaced by substitutes which
were less specified except fricative replacement /0/-»[f]. By counting the number of
features specified in the target and the substitute, it is evident that in normal processes the
majority of targets are specified for more features than the substitutes. There is no case in
the normal substitutions in which the substitute is specified for more features than the
target, and the only case in which they are equally specified is the fricative replacement
case mentioned above. Generally, we can say that targets are specified for more features
than their substitutes. Since this alone is an insufficient method of determining if a
substitution is normal, we will also have to consider which features are specified in the
target and the substitute in a subsequent discussion.
In the unusual processes, the number of features specified for did not seem to be a
necessary indication of the nature of the process, although unusual processes show a
pattern not seen in normal processes. That is, most unusual processes revealed the
expected situation of a substitute being more specified than the target. However, there is
a case of the target and substitute being equally specified (stopping glides), and of the
target being more specified than the substitute (gliding of fricatives). For unusual
substitutions, merely counting the number of features specified for does not immediately
reveal that the substitution is unusual. If, however, the substitute is more specified than
the target, it is an unusual substitution.

For less common processes, there is no case in which the target is less specified
than the substitute, so feature counting serves to separate less common substitutions from
some unusual ones. There are cases in which the target is equally as specified as the
substitute, and in which the target is more specified as the substitute. Thus for less
common processes, we see a pattern which falls between the boundaries of normal
processes which generally have more specified targets, and unusual processes which
generally have less specified targets.
In most normal processes, features which are specified in the substitute are also
specified in the target. That is, specified features of substitutes form a subset of the
specified features of the target. There are two exceptions to this: the fricative
replacement 70/—> [f], and liquid gliding /r/->[w]. In the case of /0/—>[f], the manner or
root features are specified the same in the target and substitute
[+consonantal,+continuant], but the place features differ. /0/ is specified for
cor:[^distributed], and [f] is specified for [labial]. The same situation is reflected for
/r/—>[w]. The target is specified for the manner or root features
[+sonorant,+consonantal], and the substitute is specified for [+sonorant]. Place features
for the target and substitute differ: It/ is specified for cor: [distributed] and [w] is
specified for [labial]. We can say that in general, substitute forms are specified for a set
of features which is a subset of features specified in the target. If an exception to this
exists, then the root (manner) features are in a set-subset relationship, and the
specification for the lowest level features may differ between target and substitute. There
are no less common or unusual processes in which this type of relationship exists.

An unusual substitution which confirms this is /j/—>[t]. In both target and
substitute the same number of features is specified, much like the normal substitution
/0/->[f]. In this unusual substitution, however, only one feature is specified in the target
and the substitute, [sonorant] for /j/, and [consonantal] for [t]. There is no set-subset
relationship for manner features in this substitution, and the feature specified for each
segment is not a place feature as might be expected for a normal substitution. This
confirms the validity of looking at the manner features to determine if a process is normal
or unusual.
Feature counting lets us make some observations: 1) If the target is less specified
than the substitute, it is an unusual substitution. 2) If the target and substitute are equally
specified, other information must be considered. 3) If the target is more specified than
the substitute, it is probably a normal process, but if [sonorant] is affected, it is a less
common or unusual process. 4) If the specified (manner/root) features of the substitute
form a subset of the specified (manner/root) features of the target, it is a normal
substitution.

4.2 Feature Geometry Trees
Normal processes generally involve lower level place features rather than root
node features, although there are exceptions to this generalization. The first is with
stopping in which [continuant] is affected. The other is liquid gliding in which
[consonantal] is affected. These processes reveal a shared pattern. In the stopping
process /s/—>[t], no place of articulation is specified for in the target or substitute because
both are articulated at the unspecified coronal default place. The same is also true for the

gliding process which involves /r/-»[w]. In the other stopping process, /d/-»[d], the
target place of articulation is specified as cor:[+distributed], and the substitute place of
articulation is specified as [labial]. The same pattern of specification is true also for the
gliding process /r/->[w]. From this information we can see that when the higher nodes
[continuant] or [consonantal] are affected, lower nodes which are specified are also
affected. This implies some kind of dependency relationship between the higher and
lower nodes. For example, in the /s/—>[t] substitution, a higher node, [continuant] is
affected, and the process is normal because no lower nodes are specified, yet unaffected
by the substitution. In the /6/—>[d] substitution, a higher node [continuant] is affected,
and the target specified lower node cor:[+distributed] is also affected. The substitute
place of articulation [labial] which is specified is also affected. A very similar case exists
for the gliding substitutions. So, for normal processes, when a lower node is specified
and a higher node, such as [continuant], is affected, lower nodes will also be affected.
To provide further evidence for the dependency relationship between higher and
lower nodes, we can look at the less common and unusual processes. Among less
common processes, there is no substitution in which higher nodes are affected without
also affecting specified lower nodes. In the liquid stopping substitution /r/-»[d], the
[sonorant] and [voice] features are affected, and the place node cor:[+distributed] which
is specified in the target is also affected. The other two less common substitutions,
/l/-»[d] and /s/-»[l] all involve targets and substitutes which are unspecified for place of
articulation. So even though higher nodes are affected, the substitutions do not leave

lower nodes intact while affecting higher nodes, following the pattern for normal
processes.
In unusual processes, we can see several examples in which specified lower level
features remain unaffected in the substitution (that is, the same feature is specified in both
target and substitute) while higher nodes are affected. Some examples are frication of
approximants, /w/-»[v], stopping glides /w/-»[b], gliding fricatives /f/-»[w], and
frication of stops /b/—>[v]. In all of these substitutions, both target and substitute are
specified for place of articulation [labial] which remains untouched, while higher nodes
such as [consonantal], [continuant], [voice] and [sonorant] are affected.
These examples show the nature of the dependency relationship between higher
and lower features. They also show that if the normal dependency relationship is
violated, a less common or unusual process occurs. If higher nodes are affected and all
specified lower nodes are also affected, then the substitution is a normal one. If a higher
node is affected while lower nodes which are specified are not affected, then the
substitution is not normal; it is either less common or unusual.
Less common and unusual processes often involve the root feature [sonorant],
whereas normal processes never involve this feature. Thus, if a process affects
[sonorant], it should be considered either less common or unusual. There is no easily
discernible relationship between less common or unusual processes and the way that
[sonorant] is affected. In both types of processes there are cases in which [sonorant] is
specified in the target but not the substitute. /l/-»[d] is an example of a less common
process which fits this pattern, and /w/->[v] is an example of an unusual process. There

are also cases in which the target is not specified for [sonorant], but the substitute is, as in
/s/-»[l] for less common, and /f/—»[w] for unusual. There are two unusual processes in
which [sonorant] is not specified in either target or substitute , frication of stops /b/-»[v],
and backing /k/—»[t]. There is no less common or unusual process in which [sonorant] is
specified in both target and substitute. Thus, we can conclude that any process which
affects [sonorant] is either less common or unusual. We can also say that there are no
normal processes which show that [sonorant] is affected. Combining feature counting
with affected [sonorant] feature may give a better picture in distinguishing less common
from unusual substitutions.
It is possible to differentiate less common from unusual processes. Less common
processes have equally specified targets and substitutes or a target which is more
specified than the substitute. The root node [sonorant] is affected in all these
substitutions, making them different from normal processes. To distinguish them from
unusual processes, we can look at unusual and less common processes that are not
accounted for by using only the feature counting method. If we have a less common
substitution in which target and substitute are equally specified, and an unusual
substitution in which target and substitute are equally specified, we can identify the less
common one because only part of the root node is affected, not the entire root node (the
root node is considered to be both [consonantal] and [sonorant]). Less common
processes affect one of these features, but unusual processes seem to affect both. For
example, in the less common process gliding of fricatives, /s/ and [1] are equally

specified. Only [sonorant] is affected in the substitution. For the unusual process
stopping glides /j /—>[t], both [consonantal] and [sonorant] are affected.
For substitutions that involved the same number of specified features in the target
and the substitute, examining the root node for [sonorant] can distinguish between normal
and less common or unusual processes. As we saw earlier /0/-»[f] is a normal process in
which the same number of features is specified in the target and the substitute. In this
substitution, [sonorant] is not affected. There are two less common substitutions which
show that the same number of features are specified in the target and substitute, /s/—>[1]
and /l/-»[d]. In both of these substitutions, [sonorant] is affected. For the unusual
process /j/->[t], target and substitute are specified for only one feature, and [sonorant] is
affected. Thus, looking at the status of the [sonorant] feature (the root node) can
distinguish between normal and other processes when underspecification cannot make the
distinction.

4.3 Markedness
Although normal processes involve lower nodes in general, and unusual or less
common processes involve higher nodes, there are exceptions to this. The unusual
process backing /t/—>[k] involves only the lower level feature [dorsal], and the gliding
substitution of /l/-» [j] affects only a root feature [consonantal]. The unusual process
affects only a lower node, and the normal process affects only a higher node, contrary to
expectation. If one looked only at the tree representation without considering markedness

or number of specified features, it would not be clear that the backing process is unusual
or that the gliding process is normal.
From underspecification we see that the target /t/ is specified only for
[consonantal], but the substitute is specified for [consonantal] and [dorsal]. In other
words, the substitute is specified for more features than the target, and the specified
features include a low level (more marked) feature, [dorsal]. In terms of markedness, the
specification of [dorsal] is more marked than an unspecified place, which is [+coronal].
For the gliding process we see that the target and the substitute are both unspecified for
place of articulation, so no lower level nodes are affected. This follows the pattern for
normal substitutions identified from the feature geometry discussion. Also, /l/ is a more
specified segment than [j], and the specified features of [j] are a subset of the features
specified in /l/, which indicates a normal process. Since /l/ is specified for more features
than [j], and the features specified in [j] are also specified in /l/, we can say that /l/ is
more marked than [j]. This example shows how normal substitutions involve more
marked segments becoming less marked substitutes if only underspecification is
considered, and if the root node consists of [sonorant] and [consonantal] located at the
same level. Moving [sonorant] to a slightly higher level would also resolve this problem
by identifying IV as more marked than [j] on the basis of the hierarchy.
Markedness is most useful in differentiating which processes are normal or less
common from those that are unusual. The general pattern for normal and less common
substitutions is that more marked targets become less marked substitutes, even when
target and substitute are equally specified.

In the less common process stopping of /r/-»[d], feature counting indicates that /r/
is specified for more features than [d]. This shows that the less common process can also
follow the same pattern for markedness as normal substitutions. The difference is that the
substitution affects [sonorant], and this is not a trait of normal substitutions. Another less
common process, /l/—»[d], shows equally specified target and substitute. We cannot say
that the segments are equally marked, however. /I/ is specified for [consonantal] and
[sonorant], whereas [d] is specified for [consonantal] and [voice]. Specification of
[consonantal, sonorant] is more marked than [consonantal, voice]. Although it is not
clear from feature counting or feature geometry analysis, markedness shows that this
substitution also follows that pattern of normal processes with more marked segments
becoming less marked. Another less common substitute /s/—>[1] shows that although the
segments are equally specified, [1] is specified for [sonorant] while /s/ is not. Thus, a less
marked target is becoming a more marked substitute. Less common substitutions show
cases of more marked targets becoming less marked substitutes, and more marked targets
becoming less marked, though not less specified, substitutes.
Unusual processes show that less specified and less marked targets become more
marked and more specified targets. In the case of an equally specified target and
substitute, or a. more specified target, markedness cannot be easily determined. For
example, in the /j/—>[t] substitution, both segments are equally specified for one feature.
However, /j/ is specified for [sonorant] and [t] is specified for [consonantal]. It is
difficult to determine which is more marked in this case. The same situation occurs in

another exception, /f/-»[w]. If the segments are considered in isolation, [w] is less
marked than /f/, yet this is an unusual process because [sonorant] is affected.
Although markedness cannot give a full account for normal and other
substitutions, there are some general patterns that apply. Normal processes show more
marked targets becoming less marked substitutes, and this is reflected through
underspecification and feature geometry models. Less common processes show more
marked targets becoming less marked substitutes, even when the segments are equally
specified. Unusual processes show less marked targets becoming more marked
substitutes. By using both feature counting and a feature hierarchy to determine
markedness, more accuracy in identifying less common and unusual processes is
achieved.

4.4 Developing a Metric
It is the goal of this thesis to determine if a metric for distinguishing between
normal and unusual substitutions can be developed using feature geometry and radical
underspecification. By compiling the generalizations observed in the data analysis, I have
developed a metric which accounts for the data studied in this thesis. Of course, it needs
to be applied to many more substitutions to see if it is a valid form of assessment.
From the cases we have discussed above, we can make some generalizations
which show that feature geometry and underspecification can account for normal, less
common and unusual processes. A list of these generalizations can serve as a metric for
analysis of substitutions. This metric serves mainly to distinguish between normal and
unusual processes; however, less common processes can also be identified.

1. If the target is specified for less features than the substitute, it is an unusual
substitution and not a normal or less common substitution.
2. If the root node feature [sonorant] is affected, it is a less common or unusual
substitution.
3. If the target is specified for more features than the substitute and the root node
(manner) features specified in the substitute form a subset of the root node (manner)
target features, it is a normal substitution, not less common or unusual.
4. If lower (place) and higher (manner) features are specified and both levels of
features are affected, it is a normal substitution. If lower and higher features are
specified, but only higher ones are affected, it is an unusual substitution.
5. If only lower level (place) features are affected in a geometry model,
underspecification information must be considered. If a marked segment becomes less
marked, it is a normal substitution. If a less marked or unmarked segment becomes more
marked, it is an unusual substitution.
6. If feature counting does not reveal whether a substitution is less common or
unusual, but [sonorant] is affected, then the feature geometry models can distinguish
between unusual and less common. Unusual substitutions of this type (target more
specified than or as specified as the substitute) show [sonorant] and [consonant] being
affected; that is, the entire root node is affected, and less common substitutions show that
only part of the root node, [sonorant] is affected.

4.5 Data from Normal Phonological Development
In the literature review chapter, we saw that normally developing children employ
phonological processes to simplify adult forms. Looking at these processes in the
framework of feature geometry and underspecification may give further information
about the location of features in the hierarchy and about the ability of underspecification
and feature geometry to distinguish between processes which disappear early and those
which persist later.
Stoel-Gammon and Grunwell both outline normal processes which persist longer
than other normal processes (see tables 4 and 5). I will consider only some of the normal
processes which have been examined here. These include processes disappearing by 3;0,
velar fronting, and processes persisting after 3;0, gliding, stopping, and depalatalization.
Grunwell (1987) makes a finer distinction among the types of processes. Stopping of
/5 /—»[d] persists much longer than stopping of /si. Gliding /r/—»[w] is a very late
persisting process among many children. Velar fronting disappears relatively early, about
the same time as stopping of /s/ is suppressed, but fronting of /J*/ to [s] persists relatively
late. In order to see if underspecification and feature geometry can help explain these
phenomena, I will examine these processes in greater detail.
Stopping:

/s/-»[t] is specified for only two features in the target and one in the substitute. In
neither the target nor the substitute is the place of articulation specified for. Only root
features are specified in both the target and the substitute.

. /6/—»[d] This substitution involves a target which is specified for four features
being reduced to a substitute with only two specified features. The place
cor[+distributed] is specified for in the target. Root features and place node features are
specified in the target, but only root features are specified in the substitute.
Fronting:
Velar Fronting: /k/—>[t] - The target is specified for two features and the
substitute is specified for only one. The target is specified for place of articulation
[dorsal], in addition to the root feature [consonantal]. The substitute is specified only for
the root feature.
Depalatalization: /J7-»[s] - The target is specified for three features, and the
substitute is specified for two. The target is specified for a coronai place of articulation
cor: [-anterior], and the substitute is not specified for place of articulation. The root
features specified in the target and substitute are the same.
Gliding:
/l/—>[j] - The target is specified for two features and the substitute is specified for
one. Neither the target nor the substitute is specified for place of articulation.
/r/-»[w] The target is specified for three features, and the substitute for two. Two
root features are specified in /r/ ([sonorant, consonantal]), but only one [sonorant] is
specified for [w]. Also, the target is specified for a coronal place of articulation,
cor: [+distributed], and the substitute is specified for [labial] as place of articulation.

In all three of these cases, it seems that processes which disappear earlier involve
targets that are specified for fewer features overall than targets in processes which persist
later. /s/-»[t], /k/—>[t] and /l/-»[j] all involve targets specified for two features being
substituted by segments specified for one feature. Only fronting involves a target which
is specified for place of articulation.
Persisting processes involve targets which are specified for more features than
processes which disappear earlier. Targets of persisting processes are specified for three
features as compared to the earlier processes in which targets were specified for two
features. Persisting processes have targets which are specified for a place of articulation
at the coronal node. This seems to be the factor that separates processes which disappear
early from those which persist later. Substitutions involving targets which are either not
specified for place, or targets which are specified for a non-coronal place disappear earlier
than processes that involve a target that is specified for a coronal place. With reference
to the feature geometry trees, persisting processes are those that involve more lower
nodes.
From this information we can conclude that processes involving targets which are
specified for a greater number of features will persist longer than processes in which
fewer target features are specified. We can also conclude that processes involving
targets which are specified for coronal place features will persist longer than processes
with targets which are either unspecified for place or are specified for non-coronal place
features. This shows us that place features that are specified for coronal are acquired later
by children, and should therefore be placed lowest on the tree. The unspecified coronal

node is acquired earlier than other place nodes, but specified coronal node [anterior] or
[distributed] is acquired later than other place nodes ([labial] or [dorsal]). The feature
geometry tree should have some method of indicating this special relationship.

4.6 Relationship of Findings to O ther Studies
We saw in the literature review chapter that studies have been done to test feature
geometry models for their ability to account for phonological development and disorders.
Chin and Dinnsen (1991) found that feature geometry models accounted for unusual
substitutions better than standard rules and processes. The findings of this study seem to
support their conclusions. However, the model used by Chin and Dinnsen is not
structured the same as the models I examined. In their model, proposed by Sagey, the
root node does not contain the feature [sonorant]. I found that in ability to account for
normal versus other processes, having [sonorant] as part of the root node gives
explanatory power to the tree models. Chin and Dinnsen conclude from their study that
large category descriptions (place, manner, voice) and distinctive features are reconciled
in feature geometry models. My study agrees with their findings. Generalizations about
place and manner of articulation are possible while discussing individual features.
Beers (1996) found that a feature geometry model could account for normal
phonological development, and that abnormal development patterns were ones which
could not be accounted for by the model. My finding is similar, that normal processes
involve expected patterns, but unusual processes involve patterns which are different
from the normal patterns. Normal processes involve targets which are specified for more,
especially lower level, features being replaced by substitutes that are specified for less,

and generally not higher level features. Unusual substitutions deviate from this pattern.
Unlike Beers, I found that the feature geometry models alone could not fully account for
normal, less common and unusual substitutions. The most useful guideline provided by
the geometry models is that when [sonorant] is affected, the substitution is not normal. In
this way, the tree serves to distinguish between normal and other processes.
Bernhardt (1992) and Bernhardt and Gilbert (1992) used hierarchies and
underspecification to establish treatment plans for phonological intervention. A benefit
of using a hierarchy was the ability of the model to incorporate markedness. The ability
of the models to account for markedness was also an important factor in my study. If
[sonorant] is a higher feature than [consonantal], as I propose earlier in the discussion,
and lower features are more marked than higher ones, then this accounts for markedness
in the unusual substitution, /j/->[t]. According to this model, /j/ would be less marked
than [t]. The substitution of the more marked target for the less marked one follows the
overall pattern for unusual substitutions. For the /f/-»[w] substitution, both target and
substitute are specified for [labial], which is the lowest level, and thus the most marked.
Both segments are equally marked for place, so the pattern of normal substitutions is
violated.
The information of which processes persist longer in normal child language
seemed to confirm Bernhardt and Gilbert’s statement that lower features are learned later
than higher node features. Additionally, from underspecification, the default features
seem to be acquired earlier than other features. Combining information we can gather
from underspecification, and thus, markedness, with feature geometry seems to be a

productive method for at least assessing phonological problems. This idea is very much
in line with the findings of Bernhardt (1992) and Bernhardt and Gilbert (1992).
In their tutorial (1994) on application of nonlinear phonology, Bernhardt and
Stoel-Gammon propose that the hierarchical representation should be emphasized over
rules and processes. From my study, I found that processes can be explained by feature
geometry models and underspecification. By using feature geometries rather than rules
and processes to explain substitution processes, a much more precise method of
description and explanation is achieved.
It would be important to consider the Rice and Avery model for its ability to
differentiate between normal and unusual processes. Ideally, one model of feature
geometry would be able to account for general patterns of development, individual
variation, and provide a tool for differentiating between normal patterns of development
and patterns that represent disorders. According to Ingram (1996), the Rice and Avery
model does account for individual variation and general patterns of development, so
further testing with information from disordered phonologies is warranted.
Another model that requires future study is the Keyser and Stevens (1994)
articulatoiy- and acoustically-oriented model of feature geometry. A model which
accounts for articulatory-based and acoustically-based data is desirable since it
incorporates the relationship between phonetics and phonology.
This assessment of the models seemed to support recent discussions and studies in
application of feature geometry to phonological development and intervention. Further
testing of the models should continue to develop the power of the models in explaining

characteristics of normal and unusual phonological development. Feature geometry is a
useful extension of syllable-based plans for remediation since the syllable and segment
levels are related under autosegmental phonology. Underspecification provided the
ability to make finer distinctions among processes in the analysis of the data I studied.
Without information from underspecification, the geometry models would have been
insufficient to account for the data.
Although no one model seemed to best capture the differences between normal,
less common and unusual processes, I was able to draw certain conclusions about the
organization of a model. In developing a definitive model of feature geometry, it is
important to consider a wide range of data that reflects the gamut of normal and unusual
patterns and substitutions. For example, substitutions resulting from contextual
influences, e.g. assimilatory processes, should be evaluated against the feature geometry
and underspecification models. Since feature geometry models are thought to be
universal, cross-linguistic data from a variety of from both normally developing and
phonologically disordered children would also have to be examined to see if the models
are as accountable for other languages as they are for English. Phonological disorders
which involve normative language sounds should also be examined against the models.
Since radical underspecification treats only phonemes of a given language, a method of
treating substitutions that involve an allophone needs to be developed. For example,
alveolar stop/glottal stop alternations need to be examined to see if underspecification can
treat them, and to see if the feature geometry models can classify the substitution.

4.7 Redefining the Tree Structure
Since all less common and unusual substitutions involve [sonorant], I would give
it a higher position in the root node than [consonantal]. Child language data also
confirms this decision as sonorant sounds are more common among children than
consonants. I would include [consonantal] at the root node, although in doing so, it
means that the root node is affected even for a normal process, gliding. The ClementsHume root node may help solve this problem if only [sonorant] and [approximant] were
included in the root, and [vocoid] were located at a lower node. Drawing from the
relationships between lower and higher level features in normal processes, it is reasonable
to say that a process which affects [continuant] is not necessarily unusual. For this
reason, I would exclude [continuant] from the root node and follow the Clements and
Hume model in which [continuant] is located at a lower node. The feature still needs to
dominate lower level place features, however, to reflect the dependency relationship that
exists between [continuant] and lower level features. I would also indicate the
relationship that exists between features at the place node. Features under the coronal
node [anterior] and [distributed] seem to be acquired later and more marked than other
place features [labial] or [dorsal]. I would modify the tree structure to indicate this
relationship by having [anterior] and [distributed] located below the other place features.
Again, this would resemble the Clements-Hume model in which [labial] and [dorsal] are
specified, but the lower features [round], [high], [low] and [back] are not, leaving
[anterior] and [distributed] as the lowest place features. The Sagey model, though not
analyzed here, also reflects the coronal features as lower than other place features.

5. Conclusion
A feature geometry based tool for phonological assessment would be invaluable to
speech therapists. Feature Geometry has already been found useful in remediation
(Bernhardt 1992, Bernhardt & Gilbert 1992), so it should be developed to provide an
assessment tool. Accurate assessment of phonological problems with a feature geometry
tool could lead to more principled remediation.
The geometry models of segment representation correspond to the other levels of
nonlinear phonology, so incorporating this in clinical phonology would be a step toward
linking information from the feature level all the way to the segmental, syllable and
prosodic levels. Ingram (1996) suggests that influence of syllable position must be
considered in the study of children’s acquisition of features. There is also evidence that
phonological accuracy is linked to prosody, e.g. that stressed syllables are produced more
accurately than unstressed syllables. Thus, linking the segmental and prosodic tiers is
useful, and could provide information on language development beyond the segmental
level.
Further developing feature geometry models and identifying the exact nature of
the root node and the hierarchy would account for normal patterns of development as well
as for disordered patterns. Greater knowledge of the nature of normal development has
implications for many areas of language, not only developmental disorders. Applications
may exist for brain-injury patients and language learners. Insight into the nature of
phonological development could also provide information on development of

metalinguistic awareness and literacy skills. There is no shortage of applications for a
reliable model of feature geometry.
Feature geometry and radical underspecification were found to be successful in
differentiating among the normal, less common and unusual processes examined in this
thesis, and as a result, I was able to develop a metric to account for the substitutions I
studied. It would be necessary to continue to apply the metric to other examples of
substitutions in order to see if the findings hold for all child substitutions. Future
proposals should ideally account for data from languages other than English. Many of the
substitutions I studied also occur in other languages such as Swedish, Turkish and
Spanish (Yavas, in preparation); however, further testing would need to be done to see if
the metric for differentiating between normal and disordered phonologies could apply
cross-linguistically. Initially, at least, it seems that there is hope for finding a principled
way to account for the differences between normal and disordered phonologies.
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